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ELIZABEm GAZZOLA BRAZEAU. Parental perspectives of occupational
therapy home instruction programs for their children with special needs. (TJnder
tbe direction of Maralynne D. Mitcham).
In this changing age of health care it has become even more important to reevaluate the
effectiveness and relevance of patient education. Traditionally, patients have been given
extensive occupational therapy home instruction programs with little thought to the
patient's per:spective or ability to comply. Among pediatric occupational therapists there
continues to be some debate as to whether it is even beneficial for parents to perform
activities at home with their children. The purpose of this study was to use a qualitative
research approach with focus group methodology to 1) gain a better understanding of the
life experiences and perceptions of parents regarding occupational therapy home
instruction programs for their children with special needs, and 2) identify the facilitators
and barriers to the delivery of occupational therapy home instruction programs.

A focus group of seven mothers of children with special needs was conducted. The
written transcription of the group was analyzed for emerging content, clusters and
categories. Four themes emerged related to the life experiences and perceptions of
parents in regard to their home instruction programs. It was concluded from these themes
that the parents of children with special needs have a strong desire to be involved in home
instruction programs that provide direction, hope and control; despite the isolation,
depression and overwhelming life style demands that are a part of the lived experience.
Two themes emerged related to the barriers and facilitators of home instruction programs.
It was concluded from these themes that parents of children with special needs perceive a
variety of emotive and cognitive factors as both barriers and facilitators to the delivery of
the horne instruction program for their child with special needs. The results from this study
offer insight and direction for the provision of quality occupational therapy home
instruction programs that will ultimately improve overall patient care.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Background and Need
No one can deny that health care is changing. Physicians, insurance companies,
health professionals, and patients all anxiously await the changes the future will hold.
Health care reform is inevitable, and desperately needed, if the health care system of the
United States is to continue to provide adequate care for its citizens. The proposed plans
for the future, with their emphasis on security, simplicity, savings, choice, quality, and
responsibility, will most certainly mandate changes in the services provided by health care
workers, as well as the care patients receive.
One acknowledged area of focus has been on increased responsibility to improve
the education of both patients and health care providers. The President's plan itself stated
"... the public health system ... plays an essential role to ... inform and educate consumers
and health care providers about their roles in preventing and controlling disease and the
appropriate use of medical services" (The President's Health Security Plan, 1993, p. 161).
Even the 1994 Accreditation Manual for Hospitals has increased its emphasis on patient
education by "recognizing that active participation in one's treatment is an important
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factor in a patient's outcome ... " ("Education of Patients, " 1994, p. 8).
In conjunction with this greater emphasis on patient education, the Pew Hea1th
Professions Commission Report (1993) surveyed the future of health care in this country.
The Pew Commission identified ten characteristics of the emerging health care system: 1)

.

orientation toward health, 2) population perspective, 3) intensive use of information, 4)
focus on the consumer, 5) knowledge of treatment outcomes, 6) constrained resources, 7)
coordinatio~

of services, 8) reconsideration of human values, 9) expectations of

accountability, and 10) a growing interdependence among hea1th care professionals (pew,
1993). These characteristics demonstrate the trend of reformation away from the current
medical model to an increasingly community based, patient-focused model.
It is necessary to understand the obstacles and facilitators of adequate patient
education in order to form a patient-focused model that meets the needs of the hea1th care
system. Health care professionals are often frustrated with what is perceived as poor
patient compliance, without understanding the patient's perspective of the exchange of
information. This can lead to ineffective teaching on the part of the professional and
ineffective learning on the part of the patient.
For occupational therapists working with children with special needs, evidence of
the trend toward patient-focused care was noticed as early as the 1986 Education of the
Handicapped Act Amendments (Public Law 99-457). This law caned for "family-centered
early intervention programs" which require acknowledgement of child and family needs
and parent-professional col1aboration. The child and the family are no longer viewed as
passive recipients of services, but as consumers of goods and partners in the delivery of
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treatment (Bazyk, 1989).
The question that now must be answered is: How can occupational therapists
successfu11y provide the most cost efficient, effective, patient-focused treatment possible
for children with special needs? One readily accepted and currently used way is by
providing home instruction programs to parents of children with special needs. Home
instruction programs are viewed as a way to extend the benefits of direct therapy,
empower th~ parent as a member of the health care team, and cut costs by increasing the
frequency of treatment provided to the child at home. Horne instruction programs also
meet the need for increased patient education and responsibility. Home instruction
programs are provided to the parents by an occupational therapist, usual1y at the
conclusion of a therapy session. These programs contain suggestions of activities based
on the occupational therapist's and parents' goals that win reinforce treatment principles in
the home environment. Home instruction programs are individualized to the child and
parent. They should be updated as the child progresses.
Problem Statement
Among occupational therapists there are no established standards for the creation
and implementation of home instruction programs. Teaching methods are determined by
the therapist, as the instructor, and the parent, as the learner. Occupational therapy
students, when learning how to collaborate with parents, are taught to "demonstrate the
treatment activities and explain their rationale" (Clark & Allen, 1985, p. 130), as this is
generally perceived to be the most effective way. Yet, therapists often feel that parental
compliance to established home instruction programs is often poor or inaccurate. Poor or
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inaccurate compliance has been attributed to a number offactors, including marital status,
parental stress, socioeconomic status, educational level, and method of instruction (Clark,
] 983; Cunningham, 1985). The:Health Belief Model attempts to predict patient behavior,

or compliance, by studying individual perceptions of susceptibility and the modifying
factors influencing them. The modifying factors include the demographic,
sociopsychologicaJ, and structural variables that influence patients' lives (Redman, 1993).
HinC!josa (1990) examined the relationship between occupational therapists and the
families of children with cerebral palsy. He concluded, "therapists ... must be aware of the
activities the mothers wish to be particularly involved in (p. 156)." He also stated that the
focus must be placed on aiding parents in meeting their child's needs, rather than rigid
adherence to a home instruction program based on therapeutic principles. In a later study,
Hinojosa and Anderson (1991) again urged therapists to reexamine their method of home
instruction. Their study revealed that these parents were not participating in the home
instruction programs given to them by therapists. Therefore, home instruction programs
were not found to be a beneficial adjunct to the therapy sessions.
In summary, the purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of home
instruction programs as an adjunct to therapy. It is necessary for occupational therapists
to understand what factors serve as barriers or facilitators to parents' ability to carry out
these home instruction programs. Only a clear discernment of parental expectations and
perceptions of home instruction programs can succeed in improving the effectiveness of
the instructional process.

5

Research Questions
Using naturaJistic inquiry with a focus group methodology, the fol1owing two
research questions were posed: .]. What are the life experiences and perceptions of parents regarding the
occupational therapy home instruction program for their child with special needs?
2. What do parents perceive to be the barriers and facilitators to the delivery of the
occupational therapy home instruction program for their child with special needs?
Assumptions
For the purpose of this study it was assumed that a qualitative approach was an
effective way to address the proposed research questions. There were four assumptions:

1) A focus group provided an environment that fostered communication, in
allowing parents of children with special needs to identify their feelings about their
child's home instruction program.
2) The information provided by the parents in the study was honest and accurate.
3) The information collected win be used to enhance the efficiency and quality of
the home instruction that parents receive from their occupational therapists.
4) The sample would identifY issues with relevance to other parents of children
with special needs; therefore, this study has value for other occupational therapists
when developing home instruction programs.
Significance of the Study
In answering these questions, it is hoped that the effectiveness of treatment will be
increased by identifYing the factors that enhance or hinder a parent's ability to perform the
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home instruction program accurately and consistently. Ultimately, it is hoped that this
information can be used to improve the quality of life for the child with special needs
through improved carry-over at ,home and increased family interaction. In addition, it is
anticipated that more effective parental instruction win foster parental success, selfesteem, and empowerment by providing more meaningful and successful learning
opportunities. Finally, this study could help to decrease the high cost of health care
through preyentive instruction and more effective treatment.

Operational Definitions
For the purpose of this study the fol1owing terms were defined:

The child with special needs - A child aged 0-5 years of age, who is currently receiving
outpatient occupational therapy at MUSe

Occupational Therapy - Treatment sessions of one time weekly for a minimum of one
hour on an outpatient basis at the MUSe Medical Center, Department of Occupational
Therapy.

Parent - The primary adult accompanying the child with special needs to therapy, who is
responsible for carrying out the home instruction program.

Home instruction program - Instruction designed by the occupational therapist, that
reinforces therapy principles, and can be incorporated into the child's daily care by the
parent.
Life experience - Emotions and issues perceived as important by parents that depict what
it is like for them to have a child with special needs.
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Parental description - The thoughts verbalized by parents that characterized their

perceptions about having a child with special needs.
Perceptions - Insight, feelings and understanding about a life event or experience.

Chapter II

Review of the Literature
In order to gain a fun understanding of the issue of home instruction programs in
.

occupational therapy for parents of children with special needs, the literature related to
three different concerns was studied: the role of home instruction programs in therapies~
the barriers and facilitators to home instruction; and parental perceptions of home
instmction programs for their children with special needs.

The Role of Home Instruction Programs in Tberapies
The movement in health care away from the medical model has redefined the role
of the patient. Prior to the 1960's, intervention was child-centered, with a focus on direct
services intervention. The introduction of a technique, Neurodevelopmental Treatment
(NOT), revolutionized the treatment of children with cerebral palsy, and the role of the
parents, forever. The founders of the technique, the Bobaths, stressed the importance of
family participation in therapy, and at home, to provide the child with consistent patterns
of therapeutic handling to promote function (Bobath, 1967). The idea of parental
participation was embraced from this time forward and continues to be today. This focus
is intuitively accepted by most professionals.
Tyler and Kahn (1976) reported improved clinical results and achievement of
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treatment goals in a single case study with a focus on parental instruction of NOT
techniques. Smyth (1993) found the parent's role at home to be vital in training a ten year
old child with cerebral palsy in daily living skills. Both Cunningham (1985), and Ross and
Thomson (1993), after extensive review of previous literature:t support the idea of parental
education; however, they stress the need to reevaluate the current methods of approach.
Bazyk (1989) strongly advocates a parent-professional collaboration with the parent
assisting in ~he development of the home program goals. In a study by Short, Schkade,
and Herring (1989) it was found that children accomplished their therapy goals related to
ambulation in a shorter time period when parents were involved. In addition to this, the
parents reported increased confidence in handling their children, as well as improved
interaction.
There is some evidence (Parette & Hourade, 1985) to support the belief that
parental involvement in home instruction programs is not beneficial because some infants
may have spontaneous recovery unrelated to intervention. Issues of parental
overburdening, frustration, and stress are seen as the rationale against family involvement.
In studies (Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991; Tyler & Kahn, 1976) of motherSf perceptions of

therapy for their children with cerebral palsy, some mothers reported feeling overwhelmed
and unable to comply with their therapist's requests. Their desire to play and interact with
their children, not to promote developmental skill acquisition, was a major barrier to
implementing a home instruction program (Anderson & Hinojosa, 1984; Hinojosa, 1990;
Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991). Therefore, the issue of parental inclusion remains
unresolved, and it is important to understand the barriers and facilitators to delivery of the
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home instruction program.

Barriers and Facilitators to the Delivery of Home Instruction Programs
According to the Health -Belief Model (Redman, 1993), it is necessary to
understand the benefits and barriers patients may face in order to predict the likelihood of
their action. Studies of parental compliance (Anderson & Hinojosa,
Heifetz & Herrick,

1990~

1984~

Bawden,

Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991) have identified a variety of

psychosocial factors that might limit parents' ability to carry out programs effectively.
Research indicates these parents are at a high risk for depression, chronic sorrow, selfblame, despair, poor self-concept and confidence, and higher stress levels. Emotions
influence behaviors, and in tum, behaviors can dictate emotions. For parents who may
already be suffering from grief, adherence to instructions may be difficult. Depression may
be amplified by their child's lack of progress, which in turn promotes a self-perception of
negligence. Such parental distress may well contribute to poor compliance (Anderson &
Hinojosa, 1984). Time constraints may also be an issue. Parents who are already finding
it difficult to fulfill the r01es of spouse, worker, housekeeper, and parent of other children
may be unable to also fiU the role of therapist in the home environment (Bazyk, 1989;
Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991 ~ Parette & Hourade, 1985).
Method and quality of instruction may also be seen as barriers to parental success
with horne instruction programs (Wendt, Ekenberg, Dagis & lanlert, 1984). There are
three methods of training techniques for parents consistentJy reported in the literature: 1)
written presentation~ 2) lecture or videotaped oral presentation~ and 3) role pJay, or
modeling, and practice with feedback (Cunningham, 1985; Mehn, Senesa, Reiss &
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Nackashi, 1991; Nay, 1975; O'Del1, O'Quin, Alford, O'Briant, Bradlyn & G1ebenhain,
1982). It is widely acknowledged that therapists frequently use one or a combination of

several of these training techniques when instructing parents.
Written materials have been found by some to be a cost-effective way of teaching
parents, but with some limitations. Baker, Heifetz and Murphy (1980) and Cunningham
(1985) found no difference in the competency levels of parents trained solely through

written man~als, compared to more extensive instruction. However, it should be noted
that these parents reported less confidence in their abilities and had a more difficult time
generalizing to increasingly complex problems. Hinojosa and Anderson (1991) report,
"None of the mothers discussed ... reading materials as valuable sources for learning
proper handling procedures" (p. 227). Written materials are less effective for parents with
limited educational levels because they require a degree of literacy which is frequently
higher than the average educational level . It is suggested that patient education materials
need to be designed for persons with a fourth to eighth grade reading level (Smith, 1987).

Written instruction also relies heavHy on patient initiated knowledge acquisition, because
the material must actually be read by the patient for learning to occur.
Lecture presentation is traditiona1ty thought of in the classroom sense and in this

way has limited applications for patient instruction of psychomotor tasks. It is a timeefficient way of providing information to larger numbers of people, however it leaves litt1e
room for interactive learning (Anderson, 1990). Nay (1975) found no difference in

parental performance of techniques between groups instructed by written versus oral
presentation. He hypothesized that this was due to the fact that a lecture is written
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material in a verbal format. One-on-one instruction or group discussions were reported by
Cunningham (1985) to be a more effective and parentally preferred method of oral
presentation.
In this age of technology, television and videotape are being seen as a way to
provide patient information. This technology is accessible and familiar. O'Dell et al.,
(1982) studied the use of an audiotaped manual for training, as this eliminated the factor

of reading c~mprehension. They found that although parents exposed to this type of
training exhibited greater skins than parents who received minimal instructions, they were
Jess skil1ful than parents instructed through written, videotaped, or live modeling
instruction.
Role play, or modeling with feedback, was the method most frequently identified
as effective for patient education. This method provides auditory, visual, tactile, and
kinesthetic input during the learning process. Nay (1975) found role play or modeling to
be unparal1eled amongst the traditional techniques as it "allows immediate translation of
information into behavioral practice" (p.19). Baker et at., (1980) indicated that training
with feedback was the method most preferred by parents in his study. Cunningham (1985)
reported improved application of skins by parents, and Gross, Eudy and Drabman (1982)
demonstrated significant improvements in children's progress in physical therapy when
parents were instructed via this method. Hanz1ik (1989) indicated that although nonverbal
instruction was more successful in modifying maternal behavior, it is most effective when
it is used in conjunction with verbal instruction. Visual aids, in the form of instant
photographs, in conjunction with modeling were also found to increase the competency of
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parents positioning their child with cerebral palsy according to therapist instruction (Mehn
et al., 1991).
However, the role play or modeling with feedback method has its l1rnitations as a
teaching tool. It is the most costly technique in terms of time and expense. Because it
requires one-on-one interaction, its application is limited to patients who have direct
therapist contact on a regular basis. OlDen et a1., (1982) found it to be no more effective
than written or videotaped instruction when teaching skins. Bazyk (1989) stated that it
may not be the preferred learning style of all parents, and therefore not always the most
effective teaching method.
Selecting an instructional method based on the needs of the parent and the chi1d is
but one of the factors that facilitates parental participation in home instruction programs
(Bazyk, 1989). Choosing activities that easi1y fit into family routines and assist in
caretaking may help to incorporate home instruction programs more effectively than those
based on the therapist's treatment goals. Parents identify most positively with activities
that aJ10w them to interact in a nurturing way with their child. For example, when the
home instruction program included strategies to promote eye contact, the parent received
reciprocal enjoyment and was therefore more wining to perform the activities (Hinojosa &
Anderson, 1991; Shelton, Jeppson, & Johnson, 1987). Another facilitator to promote
participation was including activities that incorporate the whole family's involvement. This
diminished the need to single out the child with special needs and to focus on the child's
]imitations. This approach helps to decrease parental stress by increasing the sharing of
responsibilities (Wendt et aI., 1984).
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Several studies stressed the need for therapy to be provided in the home. Parents
felt more comfortable learning in their own environment and were better able to
demonstrate their family's daily r-outine (Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991 ~ Tyler & Kahn,
1976). Appreciation of parental expertise and incorporation of it into home instruction
programs were other facilitators of the learning process. Mutual respect develops when
the therapist acknowledges that the parents are the experts with their children, with skins
and knowledge to share. A collaborative partnership between therapist and parents is
cited by many authors (Anderson & Hinojosa, 1984; Bazyk, 1989; Cunningham, 1985;
Hinojosa, 1990; Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991; Ross & Thomson, 1993 ~ Tyler & Kahn,
1976; Wendt et al., 1984) as the most positive way to draw parents into the treatment
process. Certainly parents performing therapy does require parental energy and
commitment, both emotional and physical, but is it perceived as worthwhile by the parent?
In order to fully understand this question, one must further address the issue of parental
perception of occupational therapy home instruction programs.

Parental Perceptions of Home Instruction Programs
The movement away from a medical model to a family-focused model has at times
been confusing for health professionals. This period of restructuring has required
reassessment of ingrained beliefs, such as "patient noncompliance", and a movement
toward understanding the motivators of patient action. One approach, The Health Belief
Model (Redman, 1993), stresses the importance of identifying individual perceptions as
they relate to perceived susceptibility and disease severity. Therefore, it becomes
important to gain an overview of parental perceptions of home instruction programs in
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order to understand if these perceptions match those of the therapist who prescribed them.
Rogers (1969) stated, "Learning is facilitated when the student participates
responsibly in the learning process" (p. 162). Some studies (Cunningham, 1985) found
that parents reported "high satisfaction with most (teaching) approaches" (p. 298) and
were wining to col1aborate as members of the therapy team (Lipton & Savarstad,

1974~

Short, Schkade, & Herring, 1989). Increased parentaJ confidence and attitude changes
were cited as benefits of parent training (Hanzlik, 1989; Short et al., 1989). Parents of
children with special needs may view horne instruction programs as beneficial when they
faciHtate the ease of caretaking tasks (Bazyk, 1989; Mayo, 1981; Tyler & Kahn, 1976)
and enhance their ability to interact with their children (parette & Hourade, 1985).
Participation in their child's treatment program increases a sense of empowerment for
parents, and consequently, helps them in developing an internal locus of control (Bazyk,
1989; Ross & Thomas, 1993). Parental desire to be involved in therapy shows a strong
positive correlation with confidence to independently carry out home programs (Ross &
Thomas, 1993).
At the opposite end of the spectrum there is evidence to indicate that parental
perceptions of home instruction programs are less than positive. The themes of
depression, guilt, and feeJing overwhelmed emerge again and again in parental interviews.
The demands of raising a child with special needs may be difficult enough for some
parents to meet, without the additional drain of "therapy homework" . Expending the time
and energy to perfonn horne instruction activities with their children may actual1y detract
from a parent's time for play and nurturing interactions. Parents may feel inadequate in
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their ability to perform home instruction activities correctly, and may feel frustrated and
guilty if their child is not progressing according to expectations (Bawden et al., 1991;
Bazyk, 1989; Ross & Thomson,'- 1993; Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991; Tyler & Kahn,
]976).
Parents may resent instruction presented by therapists when it restricts their child's
activities. Therefore, such instruction is difficult to enforce consistently, because it may
make the ch~ld unhappy and, in tum, contribute to parents' stress. For example, one
parent, when discussing things she al10wed her child to do that her therapist did not
approve of, stated, "The other therapist told me, 'Don't let her walk.' I mean, that's like
saying, 'Don't let her eat', because I can't watch her al1 the time, and she wants to walk ... "
(Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991, p. 276). Unfortunately, home instruction programs may
also reinforce some parents' preoccupation with their child's disability and their feelings
that "it is a never ending situation" (Bawden et al., 1991, p. 26).
In conclusion, a review of the literature indicated that home instruction programs
are used by occupational therapists as an adjunct to ongoing treatment. Home instruction

programs were identified as both beneficial and detrimental by parents of children with
special needs due to a variety of factors. Some discrepancy in method of instruction exists,
as four primary methods of training are used for teaching parents with little data to assess
the effectiveness of the methods. Therefore, further investigation of the role of
occupational therapy home instruction programs was necessary.

Chapter III

Methodology
Research Method
This "study used an inductive or grounded theory approach from naturalistic inquiry
to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the life experiences and perceptions of parents regarding the

occupational therapy home instruction program for their child with special needs?
2. What do parents perceive to be the barriers and facilitators to delivery of the
occupational therapy home program for their child with special needs?
Grounded theory is defined as a method of research used to generate theory by a process
of constant comparison (Depoy & Gitlin, 1994).

Focus Groups
A focus group is a "carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on
a defined area of interest in a permissive, nonthreatening environment " (Krueger, 1994,
p. 7). This method was chosen because it provides a low cost, time efficient, and flexible
way to collect data. According to Krueger (1994), focus groups have high face validity,
allow for an increased sample size when performing a qualitative study, and allow for
unanticipated, yet pertinent, data to be collected. Focus groups are more time efficient for
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col1ecting data from large groups of people. They provide an opportunity for validation
from other participants and a safe environment for participants to express information;
however, the drawbacks offocus groups include: limited generalization to the overal1
population, potential for biasing by the researcher, time consuming transcription, and
limited amount of questions (Gray-Vickery, 1993). After review of the Jiterature, it was
felt that a focus group would be an ideal way to expand on the work of previous
researchers ~nd gain a large amount of relevant data. It was also felt that a focus group
would provide richness and depth to the study, along with meeting the needs of the
members of the group by al10wing them a chance to network and share experiences.

Sample Selection
To select the sample, al1 of the outpatient records of pediatric patients currently
seen at the MUSC Medical Center in the Department of Occupational Therapy were
reviewed in the months of February and March 1995. It was determined which parents
were the primary caregivers of children 0-5 years old who were receiving outpatient
occupational therapy at MUSe Medical Center. Forty two parents met the criteria.
To ensure protection of human subjects in this study, application was made and
rec~ived

for exempt review with the MUSC Institutional Review Board for Human

Research (Appendix A). Verbal consent was obtained by an participants prior to
enrol1ment in the study.
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Data Collection
The fonowing steps were taken to col1ect the data:
]) An parents meeting the criteria, who arrived at the MUSC Department of
Occupational Therapy for an outpatient appointment during the month of
February, 1995, were invited by the therapy statfto participate in the study. Each
parent was given a flyer with a outline describing the study and an invitation to join
(Appendix B). Of the forty-two parents who were invited, seventeen (which
included four couples) responded to the invitation to participate in a focus group.
2) Two focus groups were planned for March 6 and March 9, 1995. The dates
and times were selected based on parental preferences. However, due to
unforeseen circumstances, one group had to be cancelled. The group on March 9
was limited to ten participants to maintain the intimacy of the focus group. No
spouses were asked to attend to assure all participants would feel free to express
themselves.
3) A neutral leader and a coleader were chosen to lead the group. The leader was
specificalJy chosen for her background in conducting focus groups. To prevent
biasing, she was selected because she was not an occupational therapist. The
coleader was a registered occupational therapist who did not practice in pediatrics
and was in no way affiliated with the parents in the group.

4) Preestablished questions (Appendix C), were developed from the literature and
feedback from the leader, coleader, and consultants. The leader was provided with
a written introduction to explain the purpose of the group and to express the
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neutrality of the leader and coleader (Appendix D).
5)

An ten of the parents who had accepted the invitation to attend the focus group

were called the morning of March 9 to confirm their attendance and remind them
of the starting time.
6) The focus group for March 9, 1995 was scheduled at 7:00 p.m. in the Co]Jege
of Health Professions, Room 311 with a 30 minute refreshment and socialization
peri~d

to precede the focus group. Free parking and child care were provided.

During the socialization period, participants were asked to anonymously complete
a card that contained six demographic questions: 1) their child's diagnosis, 2)
child's age, 3) parental age, 4) parental ethnicity, 5) parental education, and 6)
length of time the child had been in therapy.
7) The focus group began at 7:30 p.m. and with the permission of the group, was
audiotaped. The researcher, a pediatric occupational therapist who provided
treatment to the children of some of the parents present, was not in attendance to
prevent biasing the study and to encourage the participants to feel free to express
themselves.
8) Following the group, the audiotape was transcribed verbatim by an experienced
transcriptioni st.

Data Analysis
Transcription of the focus group audiotape resulted in a 22 page, single spaced
typed narrative. The data were analyzed as fol1ows:
]) The written transcript was read through for content and overal1 impressions.
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Analysis was based on the written transcription, rather than the audiotape, to
assure objectivity.
2) The transcript was reviewed again with the research questions in mind and
divided into two main clusters; those passages that re1ated specifical1y to home
instruction programs and those that related to the lived experiences of having a
child with special needs.
3) P~ssages relating specifica11y to home instruction programs were then cut from

a copy of the written transcript using the "cut-and-paste technique", described by
Krueger (1994).
4) These excerpts were then mounted on a board, further scrutinized for content,
and organized into categories according to topic.
5) Thematic analysis was conducted, resulting in the identification of predominant
themes related to home instruction program. These themes were organized
according to the research question they addressed.
6) "Sign vehicles" (Krueger, 1994) were given to each theme to help in their
identification.
7) The process was then repeated for the passages that related to the lived
experiences of parents of children with special needs.
8) Both sets of identified themes were related back to the literature in what Depoy
and 01t11n (1994) can constant comparative analysis.
9) The audiotape was then reviewed to assure that the written transcription
reflected the intent of the participants in the focus group.
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10) The final analysis was reviewed with the leader and coleader of the focus
group to assure it was an accurate reflection of what had transpired, and discussed
with two other focus group consultants.

Chapter IV

Results
..

Demographics

Of the 13 parents that accepted the invitation to participate in a focus group, 10
were available to attend the March 9,1995 focus group. Of these 10, a total of7 parents
of children with special needs actua11y attended. The other three parents did not come for
the group, despite their confirmations earlier in the day that they would attend. The
demographics of the participants and their children are summarized in Table 1 (p. 24).
The participants in the group were all women. with ages ranging from 23 to 52
years, with a mean age of35.5 years. Five of the participants were Caucasian, two were
African American. Educational levels ranged from a 12th grade high school education to
a masters degree, with al1 but one parent reporting some level of col1ege education. Their
childrens' diagnoses included three children with cerebral palsy, one with Fragile X
syndrome, one with Erb's palsy, one with meningitis, and one with an unspecified
neuromuscular disorder. Their childrens' ages ranged from 6 months to 26 months, with a
mean age of 18 months. Length oftirne their children had been in therapy ranged from
3 -19 months, with a mean of 12 months.
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Table 1

Demographic Infonnation

Child's
Age

Parental
Age

Parental
Ethnicity

Parental
Education

Length of
Time in Tx

Cerebral
palsy

19 months

33 years

Caucasian

BS

12 months

Cerebral
palsy

12 months

37 years

Caucasian

MS

3 months

Fragile X
syndrome

22 months

52 years
(foster
parent)

Caucasian

Twelfth
grade

12 months

Erb's
palsy

6 months

29 years

African
American

Two years
college

5 months

Meningitis

26 months

38 years

Caucasian

Unknown

19 months

Cerebral
palsy

24 months

31 years

Caucasian

BA

18 months

Unknown

16 months

23 years

African
American

2 years
college

16 months

Child's
Diagnosis

-#
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Qualitative Analysis

Six themes were identified from the data in answer to the two research questions
posed in this study. For each of the research questions direct quotes from the focus group
transcript are used to illustrate the themes. Additional themes, which did not specifically
relate to the research questions but are relevant to the lived experience of these parents,
fol1ow.
Research Question 1
What are the life experiences and perceptions of parents regarding the
occupational therapy home instruction program for their child with special
needs?

Four themes were identified that related to life experiences and parental
perceptions of occupationa1 therapy home instruction programs: 1) Therapists in Training
2) What's Our Homework Now? 3) Can Somebody Help Me? and 4) TfYou Give a Man a

Fish, He Eats for a Day...
Therapists in Training
A 10t of things J have discovered. What they (the therapists) have done has he1ped
a lot but I have done a lot on my own at home that I have discovered. I would put
weights on her arm or something heavy on her arm and she would start waving her
arm. Or I would get her to smack my face with her right hand. I'd do this
(gesture). Then I'd make a sil1y sound and she would laugh, and she'd do it again
because she like the reaction.

I stay and watch what she (the therapist) is doing. Observe how she is doing it. If
I want to know something Task her - why are you doing that, why do you have to
straighten it and make it like that, and ask her why it will help her. And she tells
me. Then I'll ask, wen, win it help ifT do it at home? How many times should I do
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it ?

An the mothers in the focus group reported performing some type of home
instruction program. Home programs were a combination of items suggested by the
therapist, techniques observed by the parent during treatment and adapted for use at
home, and activities initiated by the parent to address perceived therapy goals. Parents
reported attempting to repJicate therapy scenarios exactly, including the use of the exact
same toy for an activity, as wen as using motivators unique to the horne environment. For
example, one parent used reaching for the television remote control to accomplish the
task.

What's Our Homework Now?
So it is just following up on some of the exercises that they are really focusing on
in therapy. And like they say something like today, she reminded me you need to
keep stretching.
They tell you sometimes what toys to buy. Like for my child they said, well maybe
a toy where they (the child) can push the buttons and it plays some music,
something she (the child) can hold with her left hand and get her to do it with her
right hand. Or little books with textures, pet the bunny. They'll give you advice
sometimes on what to buy for them, what win help them .
.. .after they gave us sheets of certain exercises to do - reany just range of motion
just to get the limbs loose and get the hips moving - then when she started going to
OT I got the same type of handouts so I had to do that everyday, those exercises.
When they found the specific problem with her where they really needed to start
working, then they started getting some specific exercises and tel1ing me 'when you
get her home you need to just concentrate on getting her to weight bear on that
arm, put toys out of her reach and get her to go to those toys.'
An assortment of methods, from specific to general, were identified as being part
of the therapist-directed home instruction program. The mothers listed a variety of
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instructions they had received from their occupational therapists, including: specific
stretches for maintaining muscle length; neurodevelopmental treatment activities to
facilitate movement; toys for sensory motor stimulation; general play activities to build
strength and specific activities designed to increase the child's function. Several mothers
noted how the type of home instruction changed as the child's status changed, for example
moving from specific activities to more genera] suggestions or written handouts to verbal
instruction.

Can Somebody Help Me?
So sometimes it can be overwhelming to keep up on it, plus I work and I have
another child. To have the time it is real difficult for me to do the home exercises.
Every opportunity is tough. You know, I try to come up with creative ways to
combine any real time in your daily routine to fit in some stimulating and some
exercises. Allowing extra time for exercises I do not have at this point in time.

I've had to enlist the babysitter that I have and my mother-in-law and anybody else
who keeps her for periods of time to get them involved because by the time I get
home and deal with meals and baths, she is too tired to do the exercises. So if I
can get a little bit in I am lucky. I really have to rely on some other folks to help.
I'll coax her dad into doing more exercises with her, and to coax her older sister
into coming with me to therapy sessions.
My aunt, you know, keeps my baby for me, and my husband takes her to her. He
gets off at 6:00 or 7:00, so she doesn't get home until 9:00 or 10:00. An I do is
send my aunt all of the exercises and I let her know. I have to give her all of the
thanks because she does most of the exercise; because when my daughter gets to
me, it is time to go to bed. I do a couple and that is it, but my aunt does most of
her exercising.
A variety of caretakers were the primary performers of the home instruction program,
depending on time constraints. Several of the mothers reported difficulty finding time to
perform horne instruction programs in addition to their other obligations. These mothers
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stated they relied heavily on others, particularly the person who kept the child during the
day. Information was given to these caretakers by way of handouts, verbal instruction,
and demonstration. The mothers that were at home with their children during the day did
not acknowledge receiving any assistance from others.

TfYou Give a Man a Fish, He Eats for a Day ...
Wha~

l1ike to do before J leave the session is say, watch me and tell me ifT have it
right. Sometimes they don't have you do that, but I'll say wait a minute, I need to
know that J am doing correctly. I can watch (the therapist) or someone else do it
and then go home and say, something is not working. So I always try to make
sure J demonstrate it before I leave. That reany helps. Tthink the handouts are
helpful. I haven't received any recently and I was thinking that it might be good
for me to get some more handouts and things.

Videotapes are also good for making a video tape of your chHd for your therapist.
.... because if I video tape her, show it to (the therapist), she can say well, she is
doing this very wen, or see how she is still slumping over to one side and we need
to work on this and this and this. Next time when she's standing, position her foot
this way, or something like that.
Actually, wen when they give you the handout, they should go through it, which
they have done. They go through each handout, each exercise and demonstrate
what is in there. Because sometimes you'n look at the handout and think what the
heck?
Four methods of instruction were identified by these mothers: handouts (visual
instruction); auditory instruction; demonstration; modeling with feedback (including
videotaping). Several mothers indicated the need for repeated instruction of activities and
requested opportunities to demonstrate and receive feedback, regardless of how the
material was originally presented. One mother stated she had declined handouts when
they were offered, as she was able to learn best by observation.
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Research Question 2
What do parents perceive to be the barriers and facilitators to delivery of the
occupational therapy bome program for their child with special needs?
Two themes related to this research question: 1) Barriers to Success; and 2) Facilitators
of Success.
Barriers to Success
It is just that there is so much you have to remember to do, and you can't always
do it." You forget. You don't do it on purpose, you just forget because there is so
much there that you know you are supposed to be doing and you just can't do it.
They have that special room that is set up especially for this. At home you cannot
do that. If you could it would be great, where you've got this big room with all of
this stuffin there, an of this padding and everything, but you canft do that. You've
got furniture, toys.
You know, oh gosh, my father hates to hear her cry. If she even whimpers, he is
going ballistic. 'Don't you know the baby is cryingf What did you do to the baby?'
I just feel like she has been through so much, and sometimes I just give in to her.
She knows how to push my buttons. J try very hard.
It is hard to set aside a certain time every day. If you can, that is the best thing to
do, to have a certain time every day. Then that child gets used to that time, and he
can kind of sense it, you know. And it works better. But it is awful hard, you
know, I have other children.... To set aside a certain time every day to do what
needs to be done for a11 of these children, it is very hard, very taxing. You have no
time for yourself You don't. From the time you get up to the time you go to bed,
you've got no time for yourself

A number of factors were identified by the mothers as barriers to successful
performance of the home instruction program. Resistance and irritability of the child, 1ack
of time due to lifestyle demands, and forgetfulness due to the overwhelming amount of
information, were al1 noted as factors. The mothers cited the home environment as
another factor. They either did not have the same toys or equipment avai1able to them, or
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it was slightly different~ making it difficult to replicate the activity suggested. Several
mothers expressed frustration about their inability to recreate the specific handling
techniques the therapist performed.

Facilitators of Success
With the handouts, maybe it is just me with the mind thing. But when I got my
first handout, it seemed like that person really cared and they knew exactly what to
do. They give you this handout and it gave me a lot of hope. To me, its like~ I'm
going to do this handout, I've got this hope~ and I'm going to have the faith with
this handout. Maybe that is just me~ but it seemed like there was more hope when
you get a handout.
So I guess it just depends on what phase the child is in and reaching that goal is
what makes you feel good and the child feels good so everybody is happy_ And
you can go back to therapy the next week and say yes they are doing it.
Also, when you come back after a wee~ that therapist can tell whether you have
worked with that child or not. They know, because they know what that child
should be doing. So they know whether you·ve been working with that child or
not. You've got to work hand in hand; the therapist and the parents have got to
work hand in hand with that child. You can't just leave it all on the therapist to do
and then you go home and sit back and say, wen, he'll get this at therapy next
week. I'll just do a little bit the day before. She knows. She can tell.

The facilitators for successful completion of the home instruction program were
often less tangible than the barriers. The mothers identified feelings of hope, trust,
control, and accountability as contributing to their implementation of the program. One
mother expressed the importance of flexibility with her child and her schedule in being
effective. Certain types of instruction were noted to make execution of the activities
easier, dependent on the mother's learning style. Several mothers offered suggestions to
therapists for aiding parents in carrying out the home instruction programs, including:
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providing a

checklist~

utilizing videotaping; providing home visits~ and asking parents to

maintain a therapy log.
These results of this research would be incomplete without reporting the
emergence offour additional themes that arose from the group. These themes were
related to the mothers' experiences as the parents of children with special needs yet
strongly influence the themes related to horne instruction programs.
All t~e mothers in the group reported feelings of being overwhelmed and

depressed - initially by the child's diagnosis and the medical community, and now by the
amount of things they had to do in a day to take care of their child. These mothers
expressed anger at physicians for their children's negative prognoses. One mother stated,
"The doctors don't give you any hope. They give you the bleakest picture possible. They
don't want you to have that hope is the way J look at it. "
Several mothers stated a philosophy for coping of "taking it one day at a time",
especiaHy on the days described as "bad days." The mothers also expressed feelings of

isolation, stating how their lives outside the home consisted only of "therapy or Walmart"
with limited other interactions.

The theme of loss of a sense of direction and control was also addressed.
Initial1y, these parents felt a loss of control when their children were diagnosed.
However, over time, they reported that this feeling diminished. Therapy appeared to
facilitate that process by providing parents with actions they could perform. As one
mother stated, t'OT, I think it has given us a sense of having some control". Networking
with other parents of children with special needs was identified as a way to find a sense of
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direction as wen.

Hope was a strong theme. The majority of mothers in the group had tremendous
hope for what their children would be able to accompJish. Severa] of them stated that
therapy, as wen as seeing older children with similar diagnoses, provided them with hope.
On the other hand, mothers expressed anger at physicians who offered them little hope.
One mother stated, ffIfthere is just a little bit of hope, we need that for our sanity if
nothing else:" Along with hope, the majority of the mothers had a strong religious faith,
which al10wed them to cope with the present and anticipate the future. One mother
expressed this belief, ttl believe in prayer, and ifT didn't have that, I don't know where I
would be today. "

Chapter V

Discussion
Demographics
The demographics of this focus group contribute to an understanding of the results
of this study. AU of the participants in the group were women. Each mother implied that
deHvery of the home instruction program was primarily her responsibility. The mothers in
the group that worked, however, were forced to rely on the person who kept the child
during the day to assist them. Only one mother even mentioned the father's role in
implementing the home instruction program and she expressed his reluctance to
participate. This observation corresponds to the fact that it is primarily the mother that
brings the child weekly for outpatient therapy, regardless of whether she works or not.
Possibly the women felt that because they were the ones who received the instruction first
hand, they were responsible for making sure it was carried out. The feeHng of sole
responsibility that these mothers acknowledged could also relate back to society's
traditional view of the female in the family being the caretaker of the children.
The mean age of the group and the advanced educational levels both affect the
data generated from the group. There was maturity in the group and a good
understanding of the medical process. These mothers had sufficient educational levels to
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benefit from written instruction and to understand basic medical terminology used by
therapists, such as "weightbearing" and "range of motion exercises." The mothers were
invested in their chHdren's therapy and acknowledged the importance of their participation
in the home instruction program as a continuation of the hospital therapy. These findings
were consistent with those of Clark (1983) who reported that parents who were married
and had a higher educational level were more successful in parent training.
The ~hi1d's diagnosis and age did detennine what types of home instruction
programs these parents received from their therapists; however, did not appear to affect
the intensity of the parent's carryover. The child's diagnosis and age might affect the
parents' feelings of hope, depression or feelings of being overwhelmed. Because the
children of the parents in this study were a11less than three years old and not severely
handicapped, the majority of these parents were optimistic and hopeful. The parent that
consistently expressed the least hope in the transcript is the mother of the child that is
most severe and not age appropriately ambulatory.
These parents had been part of the therapy process on an average of one year.
Several of them expressed they had forgotten all the steps along the way that had occurred
for their children to be at their current functional level. Their enthusiasm for participating
in a home program had not waned; instead it seemed to increase as their child made
functional gains. The child's progress served as a positive reinforcement for the
investments of time and effort these parents had made.
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Research Question 1

What are the life experiences and perceptions of parents regarding the
occupational therapy home instmction program for their child with special needs?
Despite the expressed barriers to implementation of the home instruction program,
and the emotive issues that surrounded being a parent of a child with special needs, these
parents al1 viewed their occupational therapy home instruction program in a positive light.
This finding is somewhat in contrast to previous research (Parette & Hourade, 1985;
Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991) that found that parents did not .twant to assume therapistlike roles with their chHdren" (Hinojosa & Anderson, p.227). The findings are consistent
with previous research that noted that mothers benefit from observing the therapist during
treatment and they frequent1y incorporate treatment principles into caring for their child in
creative, self-initiated methods (Bazyk, 1989; Hinojosa, 1990; Hinojosa & Anderson,
1991 ).
These findings might be related to the type of instruction these parents received
and the ongoing relationship they have with their therapists. Several parents noted their
therapists to be "positive and supporting", and reported they felt comfortable asking
questions or offering their own suggestions to the therapist. The majority of the parents
also reported having extended support in the home environment. Babysitters, mothers-inlaw, aunts, and sisters were noted to playa role in assisting some of the parents in carrying
out the horne activities. The role of the child's other caregivers has educational
implications. The parents' heavy reliance on others to help carry out the home instruction
program necessitates that they too be instructed. Novel instructional strategies such as
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videotaped instruction or regularly scheduled home visits could help to include other
family members responsible for implementation of the therapist-directed activities if they
are unable to attend the hospital-based treatment.

An four methods of instruction described in the literature (Cunningham, 1985;
Mehn et al., 1991; Nay, 1975; O'De)), et aI, 1982) were identified by these parents as
being used by their therapists for instruction. Written instruction, although frequently
criticized due to its heavy reHance on literacy and despite a previous study that noted them
not to be beneficial to parents (Hinojosa & Anderson, 1991) was seen favorably by these
parents, when it was combined with demonstration. However, the high educational level
of the participants in this study could have significantly impacted this finding_ Modeling,
with feedback, was also noted as an useful way to ensure the ability of the parent to
comply in the home environment. A combined approach, individuaJized to the leamer, is
consistently viewed as the most effective teaching method and was used with these
parents, to some degree.
The content of the home instruction programs may have contributed to the parents'
favorable view of their home instruction programs. Several research studies (Anderson &
Hinojosa, 1984; Cunningham, 1985; Hinojosa, 1990) stressed the importance of providing
parents with functional activities that fit into their daily lives and these parents reported
that their home instruction programs predominantly did. The variety of instruction they
received, from specific handling techniques to simple suggestions regarding toys, enabled
them to find a way to follow through with the therapists' instructions on some level,
thereby ensuring success.
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Research Question Two:

What do parents perceive to be the barriers and facilitators to the delivery of
the occupational therapy home instruction program for their child with
special needs?
Some of the barriers identified by these parents are beyond the therapists' contro1
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yet should not be forgotten in the development of home instruction programs. These
results suppory: what previous researchers have stated, (Bazyk, 1989; Hinojosa &
Anderson 1991; Parette & Hourade, 1985) that an understanding of the parents' lifestyle
7

demands dictates that home instruction activities be functionany based in the child's
caretaking or play. Providing parents with coping strategies for handling children's
resistance to activities, along with alternative activities that might be more easily tolerated
by the child and parent, should be part of the therapist's instruction. Reassuring the
parents that their child is not in pain or helping them identify when it is appropriate to stop
the activity when the child cries are both strategies that therapists may need to
incorporate.
Regularly scheduled home visits and modeling with demonstration could assist the
parents in recreating the activities in the home environment. A conscientious effort on the
part of the therapist to learn about the home environment and to adapt activities to that
environment would be beneficial. Providing parents with activities that they can
successfu11y reproduce independently win positively reinforce their desire to be a part of
the therapy, as wen as foster improved feelings of self-esteem and competence as parents.
Some of the strategies suggested by the parents themselves could be incorporated.
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A checkHst provided by the therapist, or a therapy log kept by the parents, might assist
parents in remembering frequency, duration and repetitions of activities. Videotaped
instruction by the therapist for the parent to copy in the home might help with accuracy of
repJication. Again, tlexibiHty and creativity on the part of the therapi st and the parent are
important in order to meet the learner's needs.
The therapist-parent continuum should be seen as a facilitator of successful
deHvery of the home instruction program. The issue of parent-professional co11aboration

(Bazyk, 1989), reinforces the need for a positive, supportive, reciprocal professional
relationship. Included in this relationship should be the therapist's role in providing these
parents with a sense of control, an idea of the long-term therapy prognosis and, most
important1y, hope. These parents all indicated that they were performing activities at home
- both those initiated by their therapists, as well as those self-initiated. This fact mandates
that therapists recognize the creativity of parents and encourage the reciprocity of the
learning exchange. The role of the parent as the passive recipient of knowledge is not
effective. In addition, therapists would be more successful in eliciting compliance if they
remembered to promote those feelings that are noted as facilitators to success with any
learner, including accountability and trust.
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Conclusions
It was apparent by their comments that these parents are participating in an
ongoing occupational therapy home instruction program. Despite identified barriers to
implementation, the mothers in the focus group viewed home instruction programs
positively and they felt them to be beneficial to their children. These mothers possessed a
tremendous knowledge of therapy techniques and terms, along with a diverse repertoire of
self-initiated, creative activities. It was concluded that the parents of children with special
needs have a strong desire to be involved in home instruction programs that provide
direction, hope and control; despite the issues of isolation, depression and overwhelming
life style demands that are part of the lived experience. It was also concluded that parents
of children with special needs perceive a variety of emotive and cognitive factors as both
barriers and facilitators to the delivery of home instruction programs for their children.
Review of the data from this study revealed that the role of therapy in these
families' lives is both complex and intricately woven. Most significant is the role of the
therapist as educator. An understanding of the principles of adult learning guides the path
that the therapist must fonow. The therapist must understand the needs of the parent, and
respect the lived experience of having a child with special needs. The therapist must
recognize the individualized learning needs of the parent and be wining to be creative and
flexible.
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Limitations of the Study
The major limitations in this study are associated with the nature of naturalistic
inquiry and its focus on quaHtative, rather than quantitative, aspects of research.
Secondary to these factors, the study results may be generalized only to the immediate
group from which the sample is drawn and those with characteristics similar to the sample.
The entire sample was chosen from the same facility and may not represent a wider
population. The facility from which the sample was chosen, however, serves a relatively
heterogeneous population and does provide a fairly representative sample of this
geographical region. However, of the seven parents that attended, six were followed by
the same occupational therapist at MUSe and one saw a different therapist, further
limiting the generalizability. Also, because the focus group only lasted an hour and fifteen
minutes, due to time constraints, only a sman number of themes could be explored.
This study provides a beginning framework for understanding the role of the
parent in home instruction programs. It may help pediatric therapists to gain a new
understanding of their patients and their families, as wen as enab1ing families to be a vital
part of the therapy team.

Implications for Further Research
There are a variety of areas for research surrounding this topic. Very little
research has been dOQe looking at occupational therapy home instruction programs, either
quantitatively or qualitatively. This research could be continued, looking at a larger
sample, a different socioeconomic or educational group, or parents of older, more severely
handicapped children. A study of the fathers' role in therapy as wen as home instruction
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programs wou1d a1so be of merit to conduct This study could be generalized to adult
patients, to determine their feelings about home instruction programs that are often 1ess
functional1y based.
Quantitative studies cou1d a1so be conducted. Scales to measure the accuracy in
which parents carry out home instruction or a study to match the therapists' perceptions of
the home instruction program against the parents' might yield interesting results. A
quantitative 100k at the frequency that therapists' recommend and update home instruction
programs could be performed. Lastly, a study to 100k at patient compliance quantitatively
compared with a qualitative study to determine the reasons why patients do not comply
might also he1p to solve the puzzle of poor carryover in the home environment.
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Parents!
We are interested in 1earning more about your experiences with your chiJd's therapy. So,
YOII

are invited to participate in a focus group about your child's therapy! A focus group

is a discussion group that talks about these types of issues. The group will include other

parents who have children in therapy. The results will be used for research and be kept
confidential. It wiD be a good time for YOII to meet other parents and talk abollt your

child's experiences with therapy!

WHEN: March 6th and March 9th, 1995
TIME: 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

WHERE: The College of Health Professions, Room 311

FREE PARKING, REFRESHMENTS AND CHILD CARE WILL BE
PROVIDED!!!
Tfyou wou1d like further infonnation or are interested, p1ease can:

Liz Brazeau in Occupational Therapy
at 792-3036.
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FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

Ice Breakers:
"Can you teU us your child's age, how long they have been receiving occupational therapy
and what types of things your child does in therapy at the hospital?"
1. "What types of activities does your therapist give you to do at home?"

Probe for: whether the therapist have given them things to do at home at all,
a description of the activities to determine parents level of understanding of the
tasks

2. "How have things changed for you and your child since you started doing therapy
activities at home?"
Probe for: increased/decreased parental stress; changed parental/child
rapport; improvement in child's progress since the initiation of the home instruction
program

"What has been the most helpfu1?" Why?
"What has been the least helpful?" Why?
Probe for: if type of instruction makes a difference
3. "Does your home instruction program fit into your daily routine? "What kinds of things

make it easier to perform your home program?" "What kinds of things make it harder?'t
For parents that say it does fit into their daily routine, ask them to explain
how
For parents that say it doesn't fit into their daily routine, ask them why Dot

4. "If you could give your therapist some advice about the activities she gives you to do
at home, what would it be?
5. "Is there anything else you'd like to add?"

AppendixD

Focus Group
March 9, 1995
My name is Carol and I'm going to moderate the focus group. Does everybody know what
a focus group is?
No.
A focus group is rather common in marketing where they ask consumers about a product
or ask about an advertising strategy. Sometimes it is used in research to get the results of a
questionnaire. We are going to aUdiotape this focus group so it can be transcribed. Is that
okay?
Yes.

You will not be associated with your comments. We are just audio taping it because I
cannot take notes and talk to you at the same time. I have no stake in how the focus group
comes out. I'm absolutely neutral; I am not an occupational therapist. Whatever you
want to say, feel free to say it. I won't take offense to whatever you have to say. Also, for
the transcriptionist, make sure you speak up, and speak one at a time because everything
that you have to say is important to us. Although we can sit in the room and foUow several
conversations at a time, when the transcriptionist gets the tape it is virtually impossible for
her to sort out the various conversations.
What we are going to talk about tonight is your child's occupational therapy home
instruction program. What I mean by that is the things your occupational therapist asks
you to do at home with your child. Some of these things would be tbe things that she tells
you, the handouts that she might give to you, and the things that she might demonstrate to
help carry over the things that she does in occupational therapy with your child. So we
have several questions that we want to ask you and we'll just have a general discussion.
The first thing that we wanted to ask each of you around the room is: your child's age,
how long they have been receiving occupational therapy, and the types of things your child
does in OT at the hospital.
My daughter is six months old. She has been coming to therapy since she was three weeks old.

What types of things does she do in therapy at the hospital?
She exercises her arm. They give her toys and stuff to play with to see if she is going to try to
reach for them with her arm. She could not move her right arm when she was born, but now she
does have some kind of movements. They are seeing how much movement that she can do with
that ann.
1

How about you?
My child is 19 months old and we have been going to therapy for 12 months. When we first
started, as I understand it, the physical and occupational therapy overlap. So they were both
working on getting him to sit and working with his hands. Recently they have been working more
with the fine motor skills, and objects, and sensory kinds of things - just getting him to play with
more textures and things because he is kind of stand-offish. That's the basic stuff right now I
guess.
My child is 2. She has been going to occupation therapy for a year and a half She has problems
with her right side, and basically what she does is a lot of weight bearing exercises for her to get
exercise in her arms. She gets stimulation with toys, getting her to reach for things, putting
stickers on mirrors, shaving cream, finger painting - just different little things they'll do macaroni, stretching exercises to stretch out her arm to basically get her to get that gross motor
going. She just recently started with the gross motor. She has finally started using her arm. It
has been three weeks now. Now they are trying to get some fine motor skills going, get her to
bring her hands together, which she has been doing.
My child is 12 months old. We have been in therapy for 3 months. Same right side hemiplegia.
She started out with the weight bearing and side sitting and stuff, the OTIPT overlapped a lot.
They built a splint for nighttime and now we are going to use one for daytime. Just lots of hand
stimulating, the textures, and also playing with different toys. We're working on some fine motor
skills, playing with stickers, and some of the same things they are doing with your child. She
brings her hands together pretty good, but she has no fine motor skills for her right side at this
point.
My child is 2 years and 3 months. She has almost been in occupational therapy for 2 years. We
started also with physical therapy and occupational therapy together because she was so messed
up. Maybe half a year ago we started differing between physical therapy and occupational
therapy. She also has her right arm not the way it should be. She always had it like that. We did
a cast on her for about a week, just straightening up the muscle because she always has it like that
all the time. Sometimes when she was asleep she would open it and have it relaxed, but usually
she always would have it tight on her body. So we had it in a cast and it helped a lot. She got
more opened after that. She had it maybe for six days; we changed it after two days and did it
more straightened out because she couldn't straighten it all the way because she was so tight. So
after two or three days she straightened all the way and it got a lot better after that. She was
more open. After the cast she had a brace that I used maybe for six hours per day. She didn't like
it because she couldn't move around and she hated the cast because it was a horrible week. She
couldn't do anything. She was miserable for a week. Then we started with a brace just to get her
thumb and her hands straightened out. It is still when she is mad, when she has to do something
that she doesn't want to, she is still like that. You know, she is okay with the left, but with the
right when she is mad, she is like that, tight tight tight. So, right now we are working with
feeding with the left arm because we know that the right arm is never going to get that good like
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it should, so she is going to be left handed. We want to try to get as much use from the left hand
that we can, and we are working on it - feeding, picking up cereal, little Cheerios. That is what
we do right now.
My child is 22 months and we have been in therapy for 11 months. He has fragile X. He also has
a tactile sensitivity. What we are working on now is trying to get him used to different fabrics,
different feels. He doesn't like anything that is real rough or real fuzzy like a teddy bear, he won't
touch anything like that. It has to be real smooth or he won't touch it. We are also working on
trying to get him to play with the macaroni, beans, and rice. Get him to pick up small objects. He
has gotten where he will pick up small blocks, and he'll pick up different toys. For months he
never put anything in his mouth. Now he is beginning to put some toys in his mouth. If they are
rough then he'll just throw them away. When he crawls on carpet, he folds his hands and crawls
on his fists. On the linoleum he'll open his hands out because it is smooth. We have come a long
way since day one, where he has gotten to pick up things. He won't feed himself Certain foods
he won't put in his mouth. It all has to be smooth, soft. He doesn't chew, so we are trying to
work on getting him to chew. He is still on a bottle because he won't let you put the cup in his
mouth. That right there is really our main job right now, to try to get him off of the bottle. But
he just won't have anything to do with the cup because he won't let you put it in his mouth. His
mouth is real sensitive to a lot of things.
My daughter is 16 months old. Her diagnosis isn't very clear right now. It started off as being
cerebral palsy or mental retardation, and now it is just a nonspecific neuromuscular disease or a
metabolic disorder. Her initial OT and PT visit was at birth in the NlCV. They started therapy on
a regular basis when she was three months old and we are still continuing that. She has had
problems with textures. She has a G tube because she never eats; she never did eat since day one.
She also has a problem with textures. It is funny because she'll eat smooth things, and she has
teeth now so she likes to bite things off. But if it is a big chunk or hard she'll just spit it out. She
won't eat it or swallow it. Her OT is working right now mainly on her feeding skills. Up until she
was a year old we were working mainly on fine motor skills, but at the age of one, they gave her a
Peabody test. She scored very highly on that. Right now she is only seeing OT twice a month
and she is concentrating mainly on PT now. When she was born she was severely hypotonic. She
is still hypotonic but she is a lot better. Her doctors couldn't tell me if she would ever be able to
walk. They couldn't tell me if she would ever be able to support herself sitting up or anything, as
far as they're concerned, since they don't have a clue what is wrong with her (laughter in group).
You know, they say that she has come farther than they expected her to do which I am very
grateful for. She is starting to step. She has always had that yearning to do things, which I am so
thankful for. She is very independent. She'll try to do it herself, and then if she can't do it, she'll
make a motion for you to help her. But PT is mainly working on her standing and supporting
herself on her legs. Like I said, she doesn't like sticking her hand in the macaroni thing. She is
very cautious; she just doesn't grab for something new. I've never had a problem with her putting
things in her mouth or anything. She has to get used to something before she lets it anywhere
near her. We are still working on a lot of things but she has come a long way.
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If anyone wants to say something, that is fine. We'll just keep going around the room.
What types of activities does your occupational therapist give you to do at bome?
She doesn't tell me what to do, but I always figure out what she is doing in that lesson hour and I
do repeat it at home.

So you stay and watch her?
I stay and watch what she is doing. Observe how she is doing it. If I want to know something I
ask her - why are you doing that, why do you have to straighten it and make it like that, and ask
her why it will help her. And she tells me. Then I'll ask, well, will it help if I do it at home? How
many times should I do it? She'll tell and she said if I want to have a sheet and she would write it
down, that she would be glad to do it for me. So they always answer my questions. They tell me
what it is for, how much I should do it. And usually she is saying, as much as you can.

Does anyone else do that too, stay and watch?
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
I always do.
I don't.
Is Liz everybody's OT?
No.

Dh. She is one.
Initially she gave me some handouts of things to do and my child was just real stiff and not sitting
up, and she showed me ball exercises and a lot of specific things to work on, abdominal muscles,
side sitting. My child is making a lot of progress, and I don't have any handouts now, but
suggestions about stretching out her hand, thumb. You know stretching that, use of the splint.
So I don't really have specific handouts now, but some specific instructions. A lot of it I get from
watching and thinking, oh I'll just go buy some bubbles or stickers or something. Get the
macaroni out. So some of it is just kind of watching and learning.
My child was real severe when we first started. He never sat up until the day he turned a year old,
he sat up for the first time. Since then they also told me he would never walk, but six months
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after the doctor told me he would never walk, I had him walking because I couldn't accept that
diagnosis. I just couldn't accept it so I had him walking. But Mary has suggested I have the
containers at home with the beans and rice and macaroni in it. He'll do it with his fingers but he
doesn't want anything to touch the palm of his hand. He'll do his fingers like this, but he won't put
his hand down in there. I have the NUK toothbrush set to try to do this to his mouth to get him
to where he'll let you put things into his mouth, but he won't let you do this either. He'll grab it
and throw it on the floor. We pick it up and I'll start, he grabs it and throws it on the floor. But
we'll get there one day. I do a lot of things with him that she does with him in therapy at home
like taking the towel and wrapping it around him. He won't let you touch his face. Washing his
face is a chore because he doesn't want nothing on his face at all. But I do the towel with him.
The fuzzy animals he goes spastic with, so we just put those aside. I don't even bother with them
anymore because he can't stand the feel of the fabric.
Does he like the touch of your hand?
Now, I can touch his face with my hand. You just can't touch his face with a washcloth or
blanket. He'll take my hand. He won't play patty cake at all. Now he'll do it with my hands; he'll
take my hands and play, but you can't do it with his hands. He'll take my hands and put them on
his cheeks like this, and take them off and do it. That is really good because she has asked me to
try this. So with him doing it, it is great because then we're trying to get his face desensitized and
his mouth desensitized. They gave me a special spoon. He has a special spoon to eat with
because he won't let you put a metal spoon in his mouth. So he has a plastic spoon.
When my child initially went to therapy, well, she started at about 4 months of age, they were
basically concentrating, well, actually when we first brought her home from the NICU, after they
gave us sheets of certain exercises to do - really just range of motion just to get the limbs loose
and get the hips moving - then when she started going to OT I got the same type of handouts so I
had to do that everyday, those exercises. When they found the specific problem with her where
they really needed to start working, then they started getting some specific exercises and telling
me 'when you get her home you need to just concentrate on getting her to weight bear on that
arm, put toys out of her reach and get her to go to those toys.' A lot of the things I have
discovered. What they have done has helped a lot, but I have done a lot on my own too at home
that I have discovered. I would put weights on her arm or something heavy on her arm and she
would start waving her arm. Or I would get her to smack my face with her right hand. I'd do
this. Then I'd make a silly sound and she would laugh, and she'd do it again because she liked the
reaction. Just really basically get stimulation exercises to do at home: a little piano, most of it
involving toys. They have been real helpful.
So did you go back and say this is what I do at home?

Yes. That is what I told her. I discovered that this works great. I put weight on her arm, or I
tied a balloon to her right hand and she was waving that hand allover the place like there was a
fly buzzing around her head. So I told her about that. What else? Oh, with her feeding with the
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cup too. She isn't real crazy about a cup. If we give her our cup, she'll drink from it if you give it
to her. They gave her a special little cup that regulated the flow to take home because sometimes
it comes out too quick out of a regular tippy cup they choke. So this had different settings on it,
and that worked pretty good. So she is still learning. She just still doesn't understand the concept
of holding it right side up when you walk into the living room.
That was her left hand that she uses it with?
Yes. And that is hard too because tippy cups have handles on both sides usually. She can't really
grasp with her right hand yet. She is kind of like this with it. She's doing real well.
I'm going to write some of these ideas down. Especially the balloon.
Yes. It really works. We were at Chi-Chi's and the waitress tied the balloon on her wrist and she
went berserk. I was like hallelujah!
My child was having such a hard time just sitting up, that to help so that he could concentrate on
his fine motor skills, they actually built a chair for him - a comer chair. They measured him and
made it out of heavy duty cardboard. It had a tray in it so that took his mind off of having to sit,
and he would sit there in that chair and be able to play with whatever toys he had sitting on that
tray. That was really helpful at home for a few months while he was not able to sit up and wasn't
mobile enough yet to really get around the room. That was a big help at home.

Well, my child has had exercises from day one. Because of her hypotonia, every muscle in her
body was very weak. She had no head control, nothing. She didn't move her arms. She didn't
eat, she couldn't swallow well, she couldn't even open her mouth and cry. But, we started with
head exercises to begin with. They had to basically teach her how to do everything. Teach her
how to roll over, teach her how to get from laying down to sitting up. She has mastered that
pretty good. As long as she can get her legs in the right position she can bring herselfup. She
also had ... her muscles were loose yet her joints were tight. Her hips, they gave me a Velcro strap
to kind of tie her legs together for a few hours a day. When she was sleeping I would put a pillow
on the side of her. She had to have ankle splints made to loosen up her ankle joints. Last weekyou were talking about the cup - Liz gave her a cup with the squiggly straw. I don't know what
you call it. Oh God, that was a life saver because she just loves that to death. She drinks more
out of that then she does out of her bottle. Liz said it would help her with her air, regulating her
air when she is breathing better. We had abdominal exercises, and last week Liz gave her,
because she still has a problem with sensitive things on her skin - when you put on her shoes she
balls up her feet and you have to massage the sole of her foot to get her foot in the shoe. She
gave me this brush where you rub real hard on the skin and then you put your hands on both sides
of the joints and then just push together. I kind I forgot what that was supposed to do, but hey I
trust her.
They gave my child one and he loves the brush. He loves for me to brush him. Mary was
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shocked because she thought that he would do like he does everything else, go spastic whenever
you try anything new. But he really loved that brush. And he'll just let to do up to 20 minutes at
a time now. And it desensitizes his nerves.
Right. And my daughter also has that set ofNUK brushes that you were talking about. Up until
last week she wouldn't let it near her mouth. But she let Liz put it inside. I think it has to do with
her teething. I guess it felt really good on her gums because she is teething too. We also got a
pool for her. Liz suggested that we go out and get a pool and put her in the pool and that would
help with her muscle tone. Anything she suggested I did, and I got great results with it.
I just want to say one thing. The thing about the midline too. Trying to get their hands to the
center, that was real important at home also. A lot of times children with one side, they won't do
that so they'll try to get you to get them to bring their hands together.
Yeah right.
You know, clap their hands and things like that.
Yeah, that was real difficult for my child.
There are just so many things that as everyone says them I remember.
My child was like her daughter. He was severe hypotonic. Very severe. In fact, the neurologist
says that his muscles were like mush. He couldn't hold his head up until he was 10 months old.
He could hold his head up at all. He couldn't roll over, sit up, or anything but just lay down,
because his muscles were like mush. That is what the doctor said.
He has come a long way. He's walking.
He is excellent.
I can't wait until my daughter starts walking. She has a little walker that they've been trying for
the longest to get her to use and she uses it a lot now. She can't pull herselffrom sitting to
standing. She canlt crawl. She still has a little problem with head control. Because her muscles
are weak, trying to raise her hands, arms up against gravity is sometimes kind of tough on her.
But if I put her in a standing position, she'll walk up and down the couch, once I get her standing.
My child will walk across the couch, the bed, like she is all over the house. You hear boom,
boom. She's just like little miss acrobat.
YOUf right. We've gone through so many stages that I've forgot about some things.
Yeah, exactly.
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There has been so much, you couldn't put it in an hour if you would start from the beginning.

Tbe next thing I want to ask you about is how have things cbanged for you and your cbild
since you started doing the occupational therapy things at home? Are they better or
wone?
They are a lot better.

How so?
She hasn't been around a lot of other children because my life is at home and at MUSe, that is
how it is. I really don't leave her with anyone except my family, my mother and my sisters. Since
she has been going, she used to give Liz the devil, the right, you know. She would go until 45
minutes, and at that 45 minute mark she would just flip out. But now that she's turned one, she is
worse. As soon as you take her in there she screams her head off. I think it is now you can't
make her do anything that she does not want to do. But you know, once we get home, she'll raise
cane while she's there, but even though she's raising cane I know she's picking up what Liz is
trying to teach her because we'll get home and we'll do the same thing. So as soon as Liz says to
go ahead and get her dressed, her attitude changes. Everything that she has been trying to get her
to play with during that 45 minutes, now she is just all over it. But at home she is very confident.
She is a dare devil at times. She trusts me and she knows and I'm not going to let her fall, so she
tries to do everything and I let her. Also, my attitude has changed because when she was younger
the doctors ... they don't know anymore than they did from day one, but back then she wasn't doing
even half the things that she is doing now. I don't know whether it is or or it is Liz.
I agree. She is my therapist too.
It is the child too. It is you too. It is not only occupational therapy. It's the love, it is everything.
I don't think it is all. For me it was a big help because I didn't know what to do. I mean my baby
was healthy when she was born and then she got sick when she was 5 months old and I didn't
know what to do. So that was a big help. I went to OT and PT and all the doctors and they told
me what to do. I didn't know because I never had a sick baby at home. So then you are relying
on professionals: PT, OT, and doctors and everything. You have to believe in something. You
have to do something. Otherwise you will go berserk. I remember when it happened. I was so
busy I couldn't think: about what happened because I was so busy going from doctor to doctor I
didn't even think. Then you slowly start getting into it, the whole thing. And you think: and
realize what happened.

So now you feel better?
I feel better. I have good days, I have my bad days, I have my good weeks. I mean, usually I just
say to me when I have a bad day, tomorrow is another day, just take it one day at a time.
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What makes a bad day?
A bad day is me and the baby, my husband, and my other son. It is all together. My mood. Once
I have a good day, once I have day, and then my baby has a bad day too, my son has a bad too,
and my husband is having a bad day too. Then it is getting too crazy. And then other days you
have a good day. Just take it easy and if she's crying I say oh, forget it. And then another day
I'm, why are you crying now, what is wrong. You know. But then I'll try to sit down and say
okay just calm down. Try to calm down.
At the very beginning I was just so overwhelmed. There was just some much, all of this new
information that you were taking in, all of these things that you needed to do. And you thought
you had to do it all right away or that child was not going to come out of this okay. And then
worrying about if they were going to come out okay. I think Liz has been my therapist as much
as my son's and just putting it into perspective and educating me on what the problem is. Then
giving me pointers and saying yeah, it is not as bad as it looks. You just take it one day at a time.
I look back at a year ago and how much progress has been made. If I could have only known that
then I wouldn't have been so stressed out this year and lost 10 years. We've got special children.
Also, I think going to therapy helps you deal with the situation better because the therapist can
really give you a lot of insight in to what. .. you know they see a lot of other children in the same
situation as your child and they can kind of let you know. Because they have a lot of questions
and your like well, do you have another child that has this problem, how are they doing, how long
is a typical amount of time that you see progress being made. They can give you just different
situations and different cases and you can kind of compare your child and just to see how they are
doing.
Isn't that dangerous because every baby is different.
Well, yeah every baby is different but it is good to hear that another child in the same situation is
doing really well. It gives you hope.
Yeah.
But then if it is not going to happen, for me that is hard for me. I don't do it anymore because I
used to and I can't handle it anymore. So I just wait. Whatever comes I'm going to deal with it.
I'm going to wait.
That's how we were too. We'll take whatever happens one day at a time. But you know, it is
good to know. It was our first child, we had no idea what to do. You know, we had her in the
NICU from birth and we were just overwhelmed. They were giving us, she could have cerebral
palsy, epilepsy, mental retardation. They gave us everything, just laid it out on the table and you
pretty much had to take it from there.
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Exactly.
And my child started having seizures when she was 3-1/2 months old. We had to deal with that
on top of this. So we dealt with a lot. But we have just really kept a positive attitude and it really
helps when you have therapists that are very positive and very supportive. Liz is that way. You
know I've met a lot of these people through therapy and you can support each other, talk to each
other, and you don't feel like you are alone. With me, it was really hard because my sister-in-law
10 days before mine. We were pregnant the same time, you know we had them 10 days apart at
the same hospital. And you know, her baby was perfectly fine and they brought her home and
ours was in intensive care. You know, she had 3 children and we had tried forever to have our 1.
We're like, here she was in intensive care, so you know, you really, you know you have all of this
stuff going on and you really don't know what to do. Now I look back on how I felt then. It
went from closing her nursery door when we got home ....
That is exactly what I did .
... and pushing her cradle in there and not even wanting to look at anything baby at all, to now it
just like... She is our child and we don't even think about it, and we love her, and she's the only
(name) we know. We wouldn't have her any other way.
OT, I think it has given us a sense of having some control. You have something you can do to
help the situation. Like I said, you can see some progress when you think back a month ago or
two months ago. It really helps you gage the progress that the baby has made, and you've made,
and how it all pays off. I think that has been helpful and it was helpful to see her daughter. This
is a possible view of what my daughter might look like a year from now, and look at the progress
she has made. It might not tum out that way, but it has kind of given me ... this is a year older
version ofa child with a similar problem that mine had. So some of the this ... Liz has been helpful
in terms of trying to hook with the other mothers who I wouldn't meet forever. I'll just go about
my business and I'll snap out of this.
That is the only time you get out of the house it to go to therapy, or Walmart.
Well, with me, like I said my baby couldn't move her arm day 1. So that just threw me in a total
depression. I guess a lot things I just blocked out because I was just so totally depressed, that is
why I'm not really talking much because it was just a lot of stuff that I went through I just blocked
out becuase I was just so depressed. Three of my sister-in-Iaws were pregnant and their babies all
came out fine. And here I am in this depressive stage. I had to go to therapy. I think she started
when she was 2 weeks old. And then you know, you go to the doctors and it is like, she is not
going to ever move her arm again. And you know, they just put you in a depressive stage again.
So it is like, what do you do.
You are on your own.
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Yeah, you are really on your own. Then I started going to Marsha before I started going to Liz.
She's a PT and she kind of talked to me and everything. She made feel a little better. Then when
I went to Liz it was even better because she gave me a little hope becuase she gave me a lot of
handouts and stuff And that really helped. She would say, there is some hope. But the doctors,
they were just like, if she don't move it in 3 months, she won't ever move it again. I mean ... and
that is hard. I was just in total depression at least for the first 3 months. I just blocked everything
out. It was real hard. You know, I give God the praise because she can move her arm. She is
doing real good from here to here and now we're working on the wrist and the fingers. She is
moving the fingers a little bit. You know, Liz is trying to get her to bring it out like this. You
know she can bring it up and down and everything and I've seen great improvements. So now, I
have that faith. I am not going to listen to what the doctors say, or whoever. I'm just going to
have the faith that she can do it. I've seen a lot of progress and I give God all the glory, but it has
been hard. And it going to get harder too. You know, as she gets older you've got to go up the
step. Now she is six months and she got moved in with the other ones. So now I have to go up
the steps. So I got to go through something the older she gets.
It is a constant change. It really is. My child is walking and that is great, but he'll only walk on a
flat surface. You can't put him in the grass. He goes spastic. He is not autistic, but he has a lot
of autistic traits and he does the hand flapping. So when he gets upset, then he just does this,
goes berserk and starts flapping his hands. He won't go up and down steps. That is what PT is
going to work with him now on trying to get him to do the steps. There are steps as you go out
of our front door and back door. Well, he'll stand there at the door and scream and flap his hands
and he won't go near them. You have to take him down them. He loves the outdoors, but only if
he can stay on the car port. You put him in the grass and he'll just stand there and go berserk and
starts screaming. You have to put him back on the carport. He'll walk to the edge but he won't
step off of it. There is still a long way to go, and he gets older, it is just going to be more to go
through. It is worth it because when you see the improvement that he makes, I mean, I wouldn't
have it any other way. It is worth every penny of it. It is worth all of the miles, all the days. I
mean there are weeks when I'm down here every single day. Not only with him, but I'm a foster
mom. I take disabled children. So I am down here just about every other day, if not with my
child, then with another one. The 5 month old I have now has been diagnosed with CP, he's been
diagnosed with CPo He starts therapy tomorrow. So I'm down here all the time. They know me
on sight. I just told them, ya'll just give me a room; I deserve a room down here with my name
on it. But he has come a long ways. I have the therapist to thank for that. I don't have the
doctors to thank for that. The doctors don't give you any hope. They give you the bleakest
picture possible. They don't want you to have that hope is the way I look at it. That is not right.
If there is just a little bit of hope, we need that for our sanity if nothing else. We need that hope
and they won't give it to you. Just like when he told me that my child would never walk. I could
not accept that, I just could not. I wouldn't accept it.
I didn't have that experience with my doctors. They said it could be this, it could be this.
That is what made me upset.
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Because they don't know how much damage is in the brain.
Right, but I don't think: they should just start spitting out all these terms at you when they are not
sure. I mean, I was at St. Francis, I delivered at St. Francis. They transferred her to Medical
when I was still in the hospital. That is one feeling that I don't wish on anybody. You are in the
hospital, your baby is leaving you, and then I'm sitting in the bed crying my eyes out and I see this
lady being rolled out with her baby in her arms. This is my first child, I'm 23 years old. I had no
problems during the pregnancy, no problems during the delivery, and they can't tell me what is
wrong with my child. Then they call me from Medical after all the doctors examined her. She
could have cerebral palsy or be mentally retarded. She has VSD. They just starting spitting all of
these words out at me. They said they told me because when I went to visit her I may hear some
doctors using these terms and they just wanted to alert me. But that just. My doctored had to
dope me up on every tranquilizer there was because I was just gone. I went home with my
mother because I had her nursery done when I was 5 months pregnant. I did it myself, me and my
mom. I didn't have a lot of money, I mean I scraped up every penny. You know, just odd things.
And it is a beautiful room and I was so proud of that room. And when I went to get some clothes
I had to close the door. I could not step a foot in that house. My daughter stayed in the NIeV
for 12 days. She was born on the 27th and I couldn't bring her home until November 8th. (side
one ended)
... to another hospital you couldn't go over to see the child and then they call you and just are
spitting out all of these big terms. I me~ you don't know what the disease is per se, but when
you hear cerebral palsy, mental retardation, you think the worst. I did not appreciate that.
Then he thought it could have been genetic.
But they have to do that. When my baby had menegitis they told me she could die. She can
survive that with no harm at all. She is going to be the same like she was before. She can come
out with this one, this one, and this one. They just want to tell me what can happen.
Like I said, I guess it is the way you look at it. When I think back at it now ...
It seems worse back then because you hormones are going berserk. And you are just getting
better yourself. I mean you just had a baby, you can barely walk.
And you just want to go home to be with the baby.
You want to be with the baby and your baby is in the hospital.
You can't feed them like you want to because there are a zillion tubes in their body.
Exactly.

Coming back to the OT now, what OT therapies that they have told you to do at home
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have been the most helpful?
Specific?

Well, maybe specific or general. What kinds of things have been the most helpful?
Stimulation with like a favorite toy. You know, something that they want. Stimulation with
something that they enjoy, maybe a toy, maybe a piano, or something.
But isn't it that you kind offigure it out at home.
Yeah.
With my experience I once in a while bring the toy she likes from home.
I've sort of figured it out on my own.
Sometimes you may think the parent may know, but some parents may not. I think they just want
to tell you that to get the child the best care at home that you can give them.
So I guess it just depends on what phase the child is in and reaching that goal is what makes you
feel good and the child feels good so everybody is happy. And you can go back to therapy the
next week and say yes they are doing it.
Like finally she is in the side sitting position. You know, she's able to get herselfback in the
sitting up position and laying down. So it is just following up on some of the exercise that they
are really focusing on in therapy. And like they say something like today, she reminded me you
need to keep stretching. And I thought ob, I forgot about that. It is like you get so many things
that you are supposed to be working on between PT and OT it is hard to remember. I need a
little check list, did you remember to ... So sometimes it can be overwhelming to keep up on it,
plus I work and I have another child. To have the time it is real difficult for me to do the home
exercises. Every opportunity is tough. You know, I try to come up with creative ways to
combine any real time in your daily routine to fit in some stimulating and some exercises.
Allowing extra time for exercises I do not have at this point in time.

Are there other people who feel that way?
It is hard to set aside a certain time every day. If you can, that is the best thing to do, to have a
certain time every day. Then that child get used to that time, and he can kind of sense it you
know. And it works better. But it is awful hard, you know, I have other children. I have a day
care at home. I guess I'm just a ... what is the word .. but my heart goes out to children with
disabilities and always has. I have been approved by the department of disabilities and special
needs as a day care home. So the children that I keep also have disabilities. So I am surrounded
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You can't tell what to do .
... That looks like it would break her leg off They have to show you. There is a certain way to do
it. Like with the hand, if you pull the thumb back too far, you can hyper-extend her thumb and
cause some damage. So, you've got to really be careful on some of the exercises you do. Just
like the shoulder, you have to be gentle. They'll show you exactly where to put your hands.
So you need both.
Yes.
But I've xeroxed the handouts to pass on to the mother-in-law and the babysitter. So that has
been helpful. Although I try to demonstrate for them. What I like to do before I leave the session
is say, watch me and tell me if I have it right. Sometimes they don't have you do that, but I'll say
wait a minute, I need to know that I am doing it correctly. I can watch Liz or someone else do
and then go home and say, something is not working. So I always try to make sure I demonstrate
it before I leave. That really helps. I think the handouts are helpful. I haven't received any
recently and I was thinking that it might be good for me to get some more handouts and things.

Any videos?
No.
Liz had recommended a book that I didn't get because I didn't want to believe that she had
cerebral palsy. I'm going through the denial stage.
I got the book and you do. You start reading it and you get depressed. I've shut it and I have not
looked at it again. But then again, I'm sure there is a lot of helpful points in there once you do
decide that yes, my child has this and I'm ready to accept it.
The early interventionist. I have an early interventionist that comes to my house twice a week ....
I just started that.
... on Tuesday and Thursdays for 2 hours. She sees 4 children. She got me a video on fragile X,
what my child has. I thought it would be like a child with fragile X, so I could actually see what
this child was doing, but it was this doctor talking with all these words like this, and I had no idea
what he was talking about. So I just rewound it and gave it back to her because it was over my
head. It was not the type of video that I really needed. Videos would be helpful if they had some
so you could actually see them working with a child, watch that child progress at each stage. It
would give you hope. You could see, well, he's doing this now, in 3 or 4 months he should be
doing this.
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What happens if he is not going to do it?
Well he may not do it in 3 or 4 months. It may take him six months, but eventually he is going to
do it. I can see what he is going to do ...
Maybe not.
... Well I have faith. I have hope.
Me too, but. ..
That is the only thing that has got us where we are today, faith and hope. My baby has been on
prayer lists from North Carolina all the way down to Key West, Florida, and California, New
York, and Oregon. I believe in prayer, and if! didn't have that, I don't know where I would be
today. That is the truth.
With the handouts, maybe it is just me with the mind thing. But when I got my first handout, it
seemed like that person really cared and they knew exactly what to do. They give you this
handout and I gave me a lot of hope. To me, its like, I'm going to do this handout, I've got this
hope, and I'm going to have the faith with handout. Maybe that is just me, but it seemed like
there was more hope when you get a handout.

As a reminder, I like to tack it on the refrigerator for my husband to see.
They are good too because the therapist only sees the child once or twice a week, and you are
with them all the time. So, what you do has a great impact. ..
Also, when you come back after a week, that therapist can tell whether you have worked with
that child or not. They know, because they know what that child should be doing. So they know
whether you've been working with that child or not. You've got to work hand in hand; the
therapist and the parents have got to work hand in hand with that child. You can't just leave it all
on the therapist to do and then you go home and sit back and say, well, he'll get this at therapy
next week. I'll just do a little bit the day before. She knows. She can tell.
The video tape I think could be helpful. Even if your child doesn't develop at a certain stage, it
gives you an idea of what is next. What are we going to work on next. I thought we were going
to be working on side sitting for the next 10 months and then it was oh, there is something besides
that! Oh good, there is something else to work on. It is nice to hear we might get a cup down
the road. She did tell me that we would be working on this for a long time, and that did help.
Instead of me thinking that next week we are going to master standing.
That is what she told me whenever they first started. The OT and PT both said, we have got a
long road ahead of us. Well, I knew that. I expected that. I knew it wasn't going to be easy.
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But, it hasn't been as hard as I imagined it to be either. It has really been great. We've have
wonderful therapist. I've gone through 2 OTs and I'm going through my 2nd PT now. My baby
gets used to them and then they leave. He does not take to strangers. My husband is downstairs
with him now. I could not come up here until he got there because he was screaming. He doesn't
take to strangers at all. I don't leave him; he goes everywhere I go. I can't leave him; I left him
one time with my girlfriend and he cried for 2 hours straight. I can't do that. If I can't take him
with me then I stay home.
Video tapes are also good for making a video tape of your child for your therapist. I've done it
because my child likes to make look like I'm crazy. She'll do it all day long. I swear she'll roll and
roll and roll; when we were working on rolling, she might have rolled for Liz one time. It is also
good because if I video tape her, show it to Liz, she can say well, she is doing this very well, or
see how she is still slumping over to the side and we need to work on this and this and this. Next
time when she's standing, position her foot this way, or something like that. So video tapes go
both ways.
They did that with my child too. Her therapist before Liz, Kristy videotaped her. She could tell
that she needed to work with a bigger ball with her. She just said that there are some things that
you pick up on video tape that don't see when you're working with her. It is a real helpful tool for
the OT to do that.
I suppose I just have a sense of the technology and how sort of magical that seems to be getting
every day. The notion of that being an adjunct or tool in therapy, and how can we use technology
to then assist, be it in an instructional mode. It is interesting. Well, I think you need to be the
design consultants for those videos.

I think we talked about some of the things that make it easier for you to do the things at
home. Are there things that you can think of that make it harder, besides the time factor
and ....
The child itself

The child.
You know, oh gosh, my father hates to hear her cry. If she even whimpers, he going ballistic.
'Don't you know the baby is crying! What did you do to the baby?' I just feel like she has been
through so much, and sometimes I just give in to her. She knows how to push my buttons. I try
very hard.
That is every mom. Even my older son, he is 12, and sometimes he is just going to get me. I just
have to say alright, you can have it, the cookie or whatever. And then once in a while she is
trying and I'll say, no not today, forget it. I think that is normal. It is give and take.
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I used to go to therapy first with my child. I used to always start bawling when she would start
crying. I would feel so bad for her because they are screaming their heads off, and you know it is
frustrating for them and it hurts. Then now, it is just like well, she is screaming, big deal. We're
used to it now. It doesn't really bother me now. I know she is getting used to it, and it is helping
her. It is hard once in a while.
With my child I think she is screaming because she is in there. She is doing the things that doesn't
hurt her anymore. It used to hurt her, sitting for example. It used to hurt her because her muscles
wouldn't do that. But now, it doesn't hurt her but she is just screaming because she is still
remembering that is working, so I have to scream. That is supposed to work so I'm screaming.
A lot of it is conditional.
And then I do something with her to distract her and she'll laugh, and then all of the sudden she'll
remember oh, I'm sitting, I have to scream.
My child, as soon as we walk through that room he starts. I can stay out in the hall and he'll walk
up and down that hall on that little ramp there that they have. For a long time he would not go up
it. So last week, for the first time he went up it. Then I tried to get him back down it, and he
kind of hesitated.
He went for the elevator right?
He did, but he tried to come back down it, but he came back down it too fast and fell. It didn't
get hurt. But, he is fine but as soon as Mary walks out he starts screaming. It is like he has a
built in something. All she has to do is say hello and he says there is that lady again, I'm going to
start screaming. Every time. She is not doing anything to him to hurt him, it is just that she is
trying to make him do something that he does not want to do. Like she said, he does not have
control. As long as he is in control, then he is fine, he can do it. Once he loses that control he
doesn't know how to get it back, so then he screams because he doesn't know how to get it back.
When she is in control, then he is not in control, and he doesn't like it. It is a battle. Sometimes it
is funny.

If you could give your occupational therapist some advice about the activities she gives you
to do at home, what would you say to her?
I think I need a checklist. Just something to say, work on this, tell me how many times a week to
do this, like a little reminder.
Yes, because they tell you to do this week. Work with this with his mouth. Alright, try the straw
again. It is just that there is so much that you have to remember to do, and you can't always do it.
You forget. You don't do it on purpose, you just forget because there is so much there that you
know you are supposed to be doing and you just can't do it.
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Maybe keep a little log or a little notebook to take with you. Maybe she should ask you to jot
something down for each week that you do.

Would you all be willing to do that, keep a little log of what you did?
Yes.
Probably to summarize at the end of the visit. Because a lot of things that she is doing you are
not remembering. Plus she makes it so easy and you get home and you are trying to do it and it is
not easy.
She'll set him on her thigh or on one leg and he'll tum just the right direction and then I'll get
home and it is not working.

So maybe to make sure that you know how to do ••.
Well sometimes I'll even be in the room and I'll try to imitate and it looks like it is working; but
then you get home and youfre in a completely different environment, and a different chair.
Something is not in sync.
They have that special room that is set up especially for this. At home you cannot do that. If you
could it would be great, where you've got this big room with all of this stuff in there, all of this
padding and everything, but you can't do that. You've go furniture, toys.
And you've got other children too.
It is a lot harder to do it at home than it is to do it here.
I started out wanting to buy all of the toys that the OT people had so that I could have them. But
then I found out that they don't want you to do that because they want them to be new toys so
that they are interested in them in therapy. So to modify what you've got to do the same thing at
home.

I'd like some at home visits so that they can tell you.
A lot of that is true becuase if she used a special toy with my child, then I would go out and buy
that.
That is exactly what I did.
I felt that is what he needed. We wanted to help him.
Because I never know what kind of toy she wants, when I see something she likes, I went out and
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bought it.
My other children can get the benefit of it too. So, it is doing a double purpose.
They tell you sometimes what toys to buy. Like for my child they said, well maybe a toy where
they can push the buttons and it plays some music, something she can hold with her left hand and
get her to do it with her right hand. Or little books with textures, pet the bunny. They'll give you
advise sometimes on what to buy for them, what will help them.
They told me to get Sesame Street pop up thing where they mashed the button and it pops up.
Well, it took my child months and months before he could ever master just mashing the one little
button. Now, he can mash the little button, and pull the little lever, and he'll come over to the end
and pull the little telephone, but the two middle ones he will not touch. He'll get these three and
laugh, and I'll tell him to do these and he'll back up. He won't touch them. He tries to take his
hand and he pulls away.
We need a little OT toy store.
Exactly.
An OT lending library.

Then when they outgrow that toy, you can give it to another.
They should try it with the parents.
I think a lot of parent donate a lot of the toys that the OTs have.
If you have something like that, even equipment for some children where you could borrow it
instead of having to buy. A lot of that equipment is expensive, and a lot of children don't need it
for that long of a time. It would be nice if they could do something like that for some of the
children.

You know, they had some of that here a few years ago in Vince Mosley clinic was still
operational. One of the therapists on faculty here did get a grant to do that and she had also done
it in Chicago too. She said that was a very successful sort of. ..
Yes. It would be cost effect for parents .
.. .Cost effective and ...
If it weren't for the supply company.
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They were even donating some things.
Oh really, that is great.
I think that we had received a grant from Mel Heritage Foundation or some group that supported
children. I should find out whatever happened to all of that

Did you have something you wanted to say?
Yes. It happened to me before where I bought toys and I thought well, she is going to like it.
But she didn't and now it is sitting at home and nobody is using it. It would be nice if I could give
it to somebody. And then I can maybe take something else that I think she might like; and if not, I
can turn it in again. It is hard to buy toys for her that she likes. And I want her to have toys. She
has her special toys. I bought a lot of things that she doesn't use. Maybe she'll use it later, I don't
know.
I bought that Johnnie Jump Up toy. I put my child in it and he was thrilled. I've never seen a
bigger smile. Then we went to therapy 2 days later and Liz says 'get that thing out of your house,
that is no good for the children with hip problems'.

Does anybody else have anything they want to say?
From the first day that we brought my child home, and everything that we faced to today, and all
of the therapy, it is miraculous. She is walking, she is talking, she is starting to feed herself with a
spoon. She has done so much. She is almost 2, and I just never thought. They thought well, we
don't know if she'll walk, we don't know if she'll talk, we don't know anything. We don't know if
she could be severely mentally retarded, but she seems to be doing real well cognatively.
She is so cute.
She looks like my mom. Exactly like my mom. She is cute. But again, just everything. I have
OT to thank, but I also have God to thank, I have my family. There are just a lot offactors
involved. OTs are a big force, but there are so many other things involved too. She wouldn't be
where she is today if it weren't for everything.
I think with OT and PT we have something to focus on. Some professional stuff that you can
take home.
That is right.
I mean you talk to your family and your friends and you see or read. I read a lot, but still you go
somewhere physically and you see something and you see a professional and you can take it
home. It makes you feel good.
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They give you the mental support in occupational therapy. Family gives you the emotional
support.

I'm very taken with your tenacity.
Well, I've been through a lot. With Kristy, she said 'gosh, I see a lot of parents and they are so
down all the time.' Well, I have my times believe me. I get home. I have times I feel like
everything comes down on me. I start thinking about if my child has more seizures, what if she
can't play with other children. Then I have to say just quit with this what if stuff. If you keep
thinking this way, then it is just going to drive you nuts. You just have to be positive.
You just have to take one day at a time.
And educate yourself
Look at the strength that your kids have. My daughter is a charmer.
And the joy. She is not a lot of work, she is also ajoy for me too.
Well children pick up .. .ifyou are depressed, that child picks up on everything. And for that child's
well-being, you have to be strong. You have to be strong for that child. You just can't show that
to them. Show them you are strong and normal.
Put a Barney tape on and go outside and have your fit.

Thank you ladies. Thank you very much.
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